
#

83

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6031 255 4.85 1.73 33 9 2/3 32 7.12 4.37 902" 27

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Agility, Quickness, Play Speed, Coverage Recognition, Route Stem, Physical Toughness, 

Aggression over Middle, Manual Dexterity, Adjust/Body Control, Separation Quickness 

WORST

F, Y

 Would fit best in a scheme that utilizes mostly 12 personnel while featuring play action, as his 

solid play speed as a pass catcher in the intermediate and deep parts of the field.

2012- No Injuries to Report 2013- Foot R (Week 1), Hip R (Week 2 Placed on IR)       2014- Ankle 

R (Weeks 11-14) 2015- Ankle R (Weeks 3-5), Calf R (Week 17 Placed on IR) 2016- Ankle R 

(Weeks 7-9), Hip R (Week 15) 2017- No Injuries to Report 2018- Knee L (Weeks 12-17)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

7-year veteran on his 2nd team with the New England Patriots, coached by Bill Belichick. Utilized by OC Josh

McDaniels as a move TE as he has the skill set to be an effective pass catcher in the short to intermediate areas of the

field. Throughout his career Allen has been plagued by injuries every year he has played, with the exception of his

rookie season, while having been placed on IR twice. Has an even-cut frame, possesses good height and very good

weight, while having solid arm length and adequate hand size. Athletic ability is solid due to his good agility, good

quickness, and solid balance. Shows good ability to release off the LOS due to good ability to stem his routes and solid

ability to fight through contact when being jammed. Demonstrates good separation quickness; good ability to

separate with agility on high COD routes against press man, good mental processing to manipulate the hips of good

DBs in man and zone coverage, good ability to find voids in zone coverage, solid play speed to separate from solid LBs

or DBs in man coverage and ability to separate with solid play strength against press man. Play speed is solid,

especially for his size, due to his ability to beat solid DBs down the field with his built up speed. Has good mental

processing skills due to his good ability to recognize coverage/leverage, good ability to find voids and settle and is

good at manipulating the hips of good LBs and DBs to separate at the top of his routes. Exhibits good hands/body

control as he displays good manual dexterity, good concentration, good balance/body control to adjust around his

frame and solid ability to catch on the move. When gaining yards after the catch, he demonstrates solid play strength

to break head-on and arm tackles. Has solid competitive toughness due to good physical toughness to embrace

contact and he displays solid aggression over the middle of the field. When releasing off the LOS, he shows adequate

acceleration. Both Gap and Zone blocking skills are adequate; displays adequate set quickness, adequate functional

blocking strength and adequate ability to seal off run lanes. In Zone blocking, he displays adequate ability to execute

and sustain reach and scoop blocks while exhibiting marginal use of hands to steer solid LBs and DEs. When Gap

blocking, he is adequate at sustaining down/drive blocks and shows adequate strength to get push at the LOS. Pass

protection is adequate foot speed to execute a 45 degree set or quick set, adequate due to his marginal use of hands to

punch with explosion, timing and placement and adequate ability to anchor due to lower body strength. Backup TE

(TE-F) as has good hands, good separation quickness and solid athletic ability. Would fit best in a scheme that utilizes

mostly 12 personnel while featuring play action, as his solid play speed as a pass catcher in the intermediate and deep

parts of the field. Shows to be adequate in both Zone and Gap blocking schemes while also being adequate as a pass

blocker, which would force a coordinator to make specific schemes to get him the ball.  

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

96
Games Started

76
Games Won

Explosiveness, Acceleration, Mental Toughness, Get to and Execute Zone Blocks, Set Quickness, 

Drive/Down Blocking, Stalemating, Sustain Blocks, Punch Timing/Placement, Anchor 

PROJECTION
Backup TE (TE-F) as has good hands, good separation quickness and solid athletic ability.  Shows 

to be adequate in both Zone and Gap blocking schemes while also being adequate as a pass 

blocker, which would force a coordinator to make specific schemes to get him the ball.  

2016: @ BUF 9/25, v. LAR 10/2, @ SF 10/6, v. NYJ 10/17, @ MIN 11/20

61
Winning %

64%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2012- All-Rookie 1st Team, 3 Rec TDs, 521 Rec Yds, Played 77.4% of Snaps 2013- N/A (Injured 

Reserve) 2014- 8 Rec TDs, 395 Rec Yds, Snap % Not Listed 2015- 1 Rec TD, Played 46% of Snaps 

(Least of AlL IND TEs) 2016- 6 Rec, TDs, 406 Rec Yds, Played 55% of Snaps (2nd of IND TEs)  
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Prospect (Last, First)

Allen, Dwayne
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE
DOB (Age)

2/24/90 (29)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Venit, Micheal

TEAM


